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Mission Beach First Aid Program 22 February 2020 
Building Confidence in the Community 

 
This year’s hot and humid summer season has seen the increase in the risk of many of the hidden 

dangers familiar to north Queensland. With stingers top of the list at the beach, snakes lurking in gardens and 
ticks in the scrub. 
Extreme humidity levels also increase the risk of dehydration, heat stroke and even drowning. Faced with any of 
these situations could potentially trigger a serious health incident in someone close to you or someone in your 
care. Unfortunately, not too many people know how to respond quickly and effectively. 
 

Did you know, that by providing CPR immediately after a sudden cardiac arrest can double or even triple 
a person’s chances of survival? Many cardiac arrest victims don’t receive CPR from a bystander because they 
don’t know how to or are not confident to step in.  76% of cardiac arrests occur in the home and are most likely 
witnessed or discovered by a family member.  
 

When a person collapses – whether it be through an injury, a bite, sting or other health episode every 
second counts. These moments are critical and could mean the difference between life and death.  So, the 
Tully/Mission Beach Local Ambulance Committee in conjunction with Mission Beach Community Support Inc. 
have been conducting basic CPR awareness sessions to encourage more people within our community to 
confidently step in and help someone if a situation arose.  

 
The first session for 2020 was held on Saturday 22 February 2020 at the Mission 

Beach State School and was well attended by a good cross section of the community, 
including several children. The session focused on CPR - when and how to apply it in an 
emergency situation and the differences between treating an adult, child or infant. They 
also learnt how to use a defibrillator and where they are located across Mission Beach. An 
additional component of this program addressed other potential hazards specific to FNQ, 
including the treatment for stingers, snake bite, seizures, dehydration and burns.  
 

The next first aid courses in Mission Beach are 
the Accredited Apply First Aid Course, and 
Provide CPR on Saturday 21 March, both of 
which will be conducted by the QAS in 
conjunction with MBCS Inc. 
The CPR session runs from 8:30 – 10:30pm and 
the full First Aid course from 8:30 – 1:30pm. 
If you are interested in attending the accredited 
courses next month, or would be interested in 
attending the next CPR Awareness session  
 

Please contact Jenny Potts on 0467 719 839 or Sheila Lawler on 0429 301 946 for more details.  
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